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Abstract. This paper introduces several methods of co-
operative simulation. Apart from the general classifi-
cation and method descriptions, the numerical stability
and consistency of one loose coupling approach is dis-
cussed. It is shown that consistency is maintained, al-
though possibly of lower order, and zero stability per-
sists as long as no algebraic dependencies between par-
tial systems occur. The methodology of Jacobi-Type
loose coupling is applied for a case study using the co-
simulation tool BCVTB (see [1]). The study shows that
this tool is well suited for the fast co-simulation of many
instances of certain simulators, but allows no synchro-
nisation step size control and only equidistant synchro-
nization step sizes.

Introduction

In times of increasing environmental awareness, the

prediction of energy and resource consumption is be-

coming more and more important. A very important

auxiliary means for this issue is computer-aided mathe-

matical simulation. Since the simulation of whole pro-

duction halls including building geometry, machinery,

control systems and building services needs detailed

modelling of all parts, where every system requires an

individual modelling approach, the method of coopera-

tive simulation needs to be considered. Co-simulation

allows the overall simulation of complex systems con-

sisting of partial systems requiring different modelling

approaches, solver step sizes or even solver algorithms.

1 Co-Simulation Types

In general, co-simulation methods are divided into two

types, depending on whether data exchange takes place

iteratively in every time step or only at specified syn-

chronisation time steps.

1.1 Loose coupling

Simulations coupled via loose coupling exchange data

only at certain points in time. These synchronisation

references do not have to be predefined or equidis-

tant, but hereafter only co-simulation methods at fixed,

equidistant times are considered for reasons given in

section 4.2. In the following a system of two partial

systems depending on each other is given.

ẋ1 = f1(x1,y2) (1)

y1 = g1(x1,y2) (2)

ẋ2 = f2(x2,y1) (3)

y2 = g2(x2,y1) (4)

Equations (1) and (2) describe System 1 and equations

(3) and (4) describe System 2. yi, i ∈ {1,2} are required

in the respective other system to calculate the internal

state variables. These values are synchronised at given

points in time. Depending on the synchronisation order,

two methods of loose coupling are distinguished.

Gauß-Seidl type. At the start time of the simula-

tion, the initial values for all variables are exchanged.

For each following synchronisation reference, the data

exchange follows the procedure shown in Figure 1.

Between two synchronization references, without loss

of generality in System 1 the values of y2 are extrapo-

lated and the states of the internal variables are calcu-

lated at the individual time steps defined by the solver

for System 1.
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Figure 1: Overview of loose coupling co-simulation with the
Gauß-Seidl type between two synchronisation
references

As soon as t j+1 is reached, the values of y1 until t j+1 are

transferred to System 2, so the values needed at the time

steps demanded by the solver for System 2 between t j
and t j+1 can be interpolated instead of extrapolated. At

t j+1, the values for y2 are again transferred to System 1.

Jacobi type. This method allows all systems to cal-

culate in parallel between two synchronisation refer-

ences, which also means that each partial system has to

extrapolate the values needed from the other systems.

For the given example, values of of y1 and y2 are ex-

changed simultaneously at each synchronisation refer-

ence and extrapolated until the next data exchange takes

place. A sketch of the method is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Overview of loose coupling co-simulation with the
Jacobi type between two synchronisation
references

1.2 Strong coupling

Co-simulation methods using strong coupling iterate

the values needed from other partial systems in every

time step until a specified accuracy is achieved. This

approach obviously leads to far more accurate results

but also boosts computing times.

2 Numerical Background
Coupling the simulation of two or more equation sys-

tems of course influences the behaviour of the under-

lying solver algorithms. Hence it is very important to

investigate these effects to be able to determine conse-

quences regarding numerical stability.

2.1 Consistency

For the analysis of consistency with co-simulation, let

a multi-step method for solving ordinary differential

equations be given as in (5):

k

∑
j=0

αk− jyi+1− j = Δt ·Φ f (ti+1− j,yi+1− j,Δt), (5)

where Φ stands for the increment function of the

method and Δt for the (equidistant) step size between

ti and ti+1, i = 1, . . .n .

Consistency defines the method’s error per step. The

consistency error is defined by

τ i+k(Δt) :=
k

∑
j=0

αk− jy(ti+1− j)−Δt ·Φ f (ti+1− j,y(ti+1− j),Δt).

(6)

A method is called consistent if

lim
Δt→0

(
τ i+k(Δt)

Δt

)
= 0 (7)

is fulfilled for arbitrary initial values. A method is

called consistent of order p if there exists a constant

C > 0 so that ∥∥∥τ i+k(Δt)
∥∥∥≤C · (Δt)p+1 (8)

To discuss consistency of a loose coupling co-simu-

lation method, a linear one-step method is considered,

so (5) becomes

α0yi +α1yi+1 = Δt (β0 f (ti,yi)+β1 f (ti+1,yi+1)) (9)

The consistency error of this method is calculated by

τ i+1(Δt) = α0y(ti)+α1y(ti+1)

−Δt (β0 f (ti,y(ti))+β1 f (ti+1,y(ti+1))) .
(10)

In the case of a co-simulation, the values for y(ti+1) are

needed from another partial system and hence are not

known but extrapolated during one time step.
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Let yc(ti+1) be the extrapolated value. Therefore fol-

lows the consistency error

τ i+1
c (Δt) =α0y(ti)+α1y(ti+1)

−Δt (β0 f (ti,y(ti))+β1 f (ti+1,yc(ti+1)))

=α0y(ti)+α1y(ti+1)

−Δt(β0 f (ti,y(ti))+β1 f (ti+1,y(ti+1))

−β1 f (ti+1,y(ti+1))+β1 f (ti+1,yc(ti+1)))

=τ i+1(Δt)

+Δt ·β1 · ( f (ti+1,y(ti+1))− f (ti+1,yc(ti+1)))

in the co-simulation. To determine consistency, we con-

sider

∥∥∥∥τ i+k
c (Δt)

Δt

∥∥∥∥=

∥∥∥∥τ i+k(Δt)
Δt

+β1 · ( f (ti+1,y(ti+1))− f (ti+1,yc(ti+1)))

∥∥∥∥
≤
∥∥∥∥τ i+k(Δt)

Δt

∥∥∥∥
+ |β1| · ‖ f (ti+1,y(ti+1))− f (ti+1,yc(ti+1))‖

≤
∥∥∥∥τ i+k(Δt)

Δt

∥∥∥∥+L · |β1| · ‖y(ti+1)− yc(ti+1)‖

where the Lipschitz continuity of f with Lipschitz con-

stant L conditions the last inequality. If the most simple

extrapolation, i.e. taking the last known value, y(ti),
for yc(ti+1), is applied and the Taylor approximations

for y(ti+1) and y(ti) around ti + αΔt for an arbitrary

α ∈ (0,1) are considered, the constant terms cancel

each other out in the subtraction. Thus follows

∥∥∥∥τ i+k
c (Δt)

Δt

∥∥∥∥≤
∥∥∥∥τ i+k(Δt)

Δt

∥∥∥∥+L|β1| ·O(Δt). (11)

Hence for a method of consistency order 1 the consis-

tency order is maintained in a co-simulation, for meth-

ods of higher order consistency is maintained but of

lower order.

2.2 Zero stability

A zero stabile numerical method yields a bounded

solution of y(t) = 0 for arbitrary initial conditions. To

determine zero stability for a method, the first charac-

teristic polynomial is needed. For a given multi-step

method (see (5)), the first characteristic polynomial is

given in (12):

ρ(ζ ) :=
k

∑
j=0

α jζ j (12)

A method is called zero stabile if every zero λ of the

first characteristic polynomial fulfils |α|< 1 and every

zero with |α|= 1 is a single zero.

In the following zero stability of a linear one-step

method in a loosely coupled co-simulation is consid-

ered. Regarding (9), we see that the characteristic poly-

nomial depends solely on the equation’s left side. Co-

simulation inflicts changes only on the calculation of

f when using y(ti+1), so only the right side is being

affected. This means that co-simulation does not in-

fluence zero stability as long as only ordinary differen-

tial equation systems are considered. For differential-

algebraic equation systems, [2] states that zero stability

is maintained as long as no algebraic interdependencies

between the partial systems occur.

3 Co-Simulation with the BCVTB
The Building Controls Virtual Test Bed (BCVTB) is

a co-simulation tool which has been developed at

the University of California, Berkeley and allows co-

simulation of the building simulation software Energy-

Plus [6], simulators of the object-oriented standard

Modelica [4], MATLAB [3] and its toolboxes Simulink

and Simscape, Radiance [7] and Functional Mockup In-

terfaces [5].

BCVTB is based on Ptolemy and provides on the

one hand so-called simulator actors which are part of

the BCVTB environment and define the simulators and

corresponding source files to be co-simulated. On the

other hand, functions or function blocks for the com-

munication with BCVTB are provided for each partici-

pating simulator. The communication itself takes place

via so-called BSD sockets, which have also been de-

veloped at the University of California for inter-process

communication. BCVTB allows only loose coupling

co-simulation of Jacobi type with predefined, equidis-

tant synchronisation references.
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4 Case Studies
4.1 Production hall in Energy Plus

In the following case study, the model of a production

hall is co-simulated with the BCVTB. The machines

located in the different halls emit heat which has to be

transferred to the respective rooms. Figure 3 shows the

sketch of the building model to be simulated.

Figure 3: Overview of the building to be simulated.

The building itself is modelled in EnergyPlus, the

machines are implemented in Simscape and Dymola

respectively. A sketch of the communication via

BCVTB is shown in Figure 4. The solvers used for the

simulation of the individual models can be found in the

corresponding brackets.

Figure 4: Overview of the intended communication between
the individual simulators via BCVTB.

Both machines are switched on at 8 a.m. in the

morning and switched off at 4 p.m. in the afternoon.

The temperature of the environment of the hall is

defined in a weather data sheet which is needed as an

input to the EnergyPlus model. Figure 5 shows the

heat emission of both machines and Figure 6 shows

the room temperature in all rooms over one week

responding to the heat insertion.

Figure 5: Heat loss of the machine models.

Figure 6: Room temperature over one week.

Regarding Figure 6 it becomes clear that the room tem-

perature reacts clearly to the heat loss of the machines

but still manages to cool down without further ado (like

HVAC systems controlling the temperature). It is also

evident that the room containing the machines (C1) re-

acts to the emission with much faster temperature in-

crease than the rooms without a machine. Furthermore,

since room C3 contains a window, its temperature is

also able to cool down rather rapidly. Between two syn-

chronisation references, every simulation uses the time

steps given by its own solver and at each reference the

data needed from other partial systems is exchanged.

This procedure is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Steps taken by the individual solvers between two
synchronisation references.
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It can be observed that the solvers for the machine mod-

els need to discard steps after the data exchange since

they are intended too large in the first place. In Energy-

Plus the overall step size is also defined for the internal

calculation as no major changes take place internally

and furthermore EnergyPlus fires data exchange at ev-

ery internal step, so the co-simulation step size has to

be the very same as the step size for EnergyPlus.

In Simscape and Dymola it is possible to calcu-

late internal states at additional points in time after mi-

nor modifications of the predefined communication de-

vices. To keep the room temperature in an interval con-

venient for human beings even in high summer or in a

well insulated hall, a control (e.g. in Simulink) can be

added to the model but since this requires a feedback

(see Figure 8), a loop has to be broken by the insertion

of a time lag of one step into the control model.

Figure 8: Overview of the communication via BCVTB with
the inclusion of temperature control.

4.2 Experiment with step size control

Since BCVTB in general offers also a continuous di-
rector meaning an ODE solver with step size control

for the overall simulation, this possibility has also been

tried out. The basic model for this experiment was

the model of a motor implemented in Simscape which

transfers its waste heat to BCVTB where it is simply

plotted. The BCVTB model for this scenario is given in

Figure 9.

Figure 9: BCVTB model with only one partial model, a
machine implemented in Simscape.

Figure 10: Steps taken by the continuous director of BCVTB
and ode 15s in Simscape at the beginning of the
simulation.

So far, everything works fine. However, the use of

a continuous solver does not make much sense for

this system, since nothing actually takes place in the

BCVTB model. This can also be seen by inspecting the

steps taken by the continuous director, which show pe-

riodic behaviour after a few smaller steps at the begin-

ning, which are shown in Figure 10. Even after the be-

ginning of the heat emission of the machine at t = 200s
the continuous director maintains its periodic behaviour

of taking one bigger and two smaller steps consequently

(see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Steps taken by the continuous director of BCVTB
and ode15s in Simscape at the beginning of the
motor heat emission.

Furthermore the Simscape solver has to make many re-

dundant steps since the time for synchronization has to

be iterated.

If an integrator is inserted to calculate the energy

consumption of the machine (see Figure 12), which jus-

tifies the usage of step size control, a somehow pre-

dictable performance occurs: up to switching the motor

on, the same behaviour as in the model without integra-

tor can be observed. As soon as the motor starts to emit

heat, the BCVTB solver realizes that the output of the

Simscape simulator actor has changed gravely and so it
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Figure 12: BCVTB model with an integrator determining the
energy discharged by a machine.

wants to step back to iterate the time of change more

precisely. Simscape in the meantime does not know

BCVTB has stepped back and hence does not step back

itself but waits for BCVTB to fire the next synchroniza-

tion event – which can never occur in the future since

it already happens in the past. This, however, means

that BCVTB waits for Simscape to respond to its call

and Simscape never does since it does not look back, so

both simulators would wait forever for each other. This

quite simple experiment proves that the use of a contin-
uous director for the overall simulation is not suited for

co-simulation with BCVTB as either the model has to

be simple enough that the solver does never need to step

back, which means a fixed step solver would be just as

well or even better suited, or a deadlock would occur if

the overall solver is obliged to discard steps.

5 Conclusion
This article shows that in a loose coupling co-simu-

lation consistency is maintained but possibly of lower

order and zero stability can be held with restrictions to

algebraic dependencies. Apart from the numerical anal-

ysis, the possibilities and limits of co-simulation with

the BCVTB have been investigated with respect to the

number of participating simulators, diversity of models

and methods of numerical solution approaches. Related

work has shown that BCVTB allows the co-simulation

of many instances of several simulators in a quick and

rather easy way, but as described in this paper BCVTB

covers only loose coupling co-simulation at equidistant

points in time since step size control leads to a deadlock,

see section 4.2. Further research will aim the investi-

gation of additional co-simulation and multi-rate sim-

ulation methods, consideration of numerical issues and

testing of other given co-simulation tools with regard to

generality and provided coupling methods.
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